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TIME IS 
MONEY. 

EVERY 
SECOND 

COUNTS.

DON’T RISK:
Downtime
Slow changeovers
Mill alignment issues
Production delays
Piles of scrap 

SET UP THE RIGHT WAY, RIGHT AWAY

WHEN WE GIVE
YOU PERSONALIZED:
Standard Operating 
Procedures with Photos
Roll Tryout Record & 
Technician Notes
Tooling Drawings with 
Measurements

Our comprehensive setup manual guarantees easy 
setup and fast performance. Check out the details on 

the back and compare us to other tooling suppliers.  



ACCESS TRAINING AND TECH RESOURCES TALK DIRECTLY TO OUR TECHS

EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR SETUP SUCCESS

For immediate help, call our live operator 
or fill out our Contact Form at 

roll-kraft.com

Check out our training and 
troubleshooting articles and 

videos to save time and money. 

VISIT: roll-kraft.com/resources CALL: (888) 953-9400

ITʼS THE ADVANTAGE
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Setup Chart Standard Setup Procedures

3 4Tryout Record with Tech Notes Detailed Drawings

G) Set all the gaps between the rolls to the material thickness measured in previous step.

H) Inspect all rolls using a mirror and a piece of white paper tilted at a 45° angle. This will shine light 

between the rolls so the clearances between the top and bottom rolls can be viewed.

alignment can be corrected.

G) Set all the gaps between the rolls to the material thickness measured in previous step.

H) Inspect all rolls using a mirror and a piece of white paper tilted at a 45° angle. This will shine light

between the rolls so the clearances between the top and bottom rolls can be viewed.

I) If there is an alignment issue with the rolls, temporarily fix the problem with shims until machine’s

alignment can be corrected.
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES


